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I Write music for myself
The music I myself need to hear as I live in a World gone crazy.
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Waiting in airport lounges, pop music filters into your ear.
Your plane is cancelled because of a bomb threat.
Entering a gift shop in Rome, you see a fat smiling golden Chinese Buddha.
The shop assistant says to you: "Konichiwa!"
While sitting in a Singapore coffee shop you hear the news of the sacking of the antiquities museum in Baghdad
You wake with a fever and you start getting seriously worried.
Life's moments merge into one long plea for sanity...

EMAIL & ETERNITY was my response to a commission from the Singapore Chi-

when I intellectuallse and architecturise I want to create music that is enjoyable, feeling,

nese Orchestra to create a new work that would stand as possibly the first In a series. It was

passionate or as clear as water You could say that I have grown up in a post-modern world

written in a crazy flurry of just a few weeks but it spills itself open In simplicity and deceptive

and refused its conundrums.

guilelessness that masks a hidden complexity ... It basically asks the question "....and why
shouldn't I enjoy this flight....?"
I term my music < MUSIC WITHOUT BORDERS > because I strongly feel that

Hence, the title: EMAIL & ETERNITY.. the search for something permanent or at
least of some lasting value in a world measured in hours and seconds. Balancing the two
seems to be the modern composer's dilemma.

as a Singaporean living In the 21 st Century as a modern composer still madly In love with the
fundamentals of tradition yet excited by the foment of change, I gladly refuse to be part of

I made the decision to use a smaller ensemble and not the full orchestral com-

any one country, or tradition, one style or fashion. Music has always been to me the most

plement (which would be over 80 strong) because of my love for the smaller more clearly

sublime and heavenly and also the most immediate of the arts. I feel very strongly that even

distinguished sound which the smaller ensemble produces. Chinese instruments are very
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different in aesthetics and tone-colour from their western counterparts - they seem to reso-

Hence, the piece opens with a Prelude (Track 1) that introduces the flurry and

nate against each other and create a cloud of upper harmonics even when playing sparse

hurry of getting the details right, packing, trying to calm oneself before checking-in. It also

chords. They also, definitely, intimate a different secret. They tell of hidden harmonies that

introduces the 2 soloists Sunny Wong on Erhu and his wife Yu Jia on Pipa... our protagonists

are based on an interplay of light and shade, water and stone, wood and wind, smoke and

and lead travellers.... Then it moves into the first real piece of Email & Eternity;

fire. Their timbral passions are twice-removed from the jealousies and power-play and intrigues of human frailty. When used with respect and love, the Chinese instruments help us
rise above our own humanity.
About the writing...

Airport Communion (Track 2) For me the calm before the flight is one of
unsettled confusion, our airport lounges have become our common religious buildings...
uniting the pilgrims of all faiths, traveling to our various sacred places for our own religious
beliefs:

meetings, banks, homes, schools, holiday destinations, families, funerals.... The

communion is one which sets the mood for this flight... The hint of danger the beauty of air
The whole piece is an airplane flight. An overnight flight somewhere far away.

travel. The lure of lifting off into the heavens...

Somewhere one travels to for a definite purpose; business... meeting.... Christmas holiday...
Sunglasses & Sonatas (Track 3) and Prada and Paramitta (Track 4) are
It mirrors very much a lot of my own life. As far as i can remember I have always

best seen together They explain and also veil the complicated relationship between the

been traveling and now in the middle of my career, airports and check-in counters have

young couple travelling (and by proxy, all other young couples) ... there is tender romance,

become my second home. It is where a great deal of our modern life's ruminations and deep

there is that sweet old fashioned arrangement of a couple married or attached but there is

thoughts emerge. In the mad rush to the airport to get there on time. At the baggage, tickets

also the misunderstanding inherent in any modern arrangement... the selfishness and the

and customs checks and then in the waiting rooms. Along with an assorted and always

search for an individual space that often breaks down any easy understanding of an agreed

varied group of people, holding passports, hopes, dreams, fears, tired, stressed or looking

contract. Hence, these 2 pieces both play with very old forms and new tone colours. It ends

forward, or happy to leave. Mostly looking forward....

with the Italian fashion consciousness wandering into a very tradtiional Chinese melody
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almost pastoral in simplicity and then counterpointing into a textured canon. The tenderness

uncomfortably, some senseless. But the ensemble has joined together in the most graceful

of modern life is not a simple one.

of shifting planes of horizontal harmonies, crossing time and space. Religion has completely

Escalating Mysteries (Track 5) is the first resting altitude of Email & Eternity.
We have moved into rarified atmospheres and our first vision of something beyond our
earthly concerns is opening our minds. Even as our experience of something beyond our

dropped away, Kwanyin is definitely not sitting on the tip of the wing. You are alone in your
aerial garden and you are gently buoyed by your lack of a fixed religion and slowly discovering your faith. You are having your adult lullaby.

small concerns may cause some palpitations It also strips away yet more of our preconcep-

Digital Rain (Track 8) You, the traveller have stepped back into your own life

tions. The small fading image of Kuanyin on the wing tip as we look out the window comes

but everything around appears changed, time has stopped and all the concerns that seemed

and goes like a ghost in the night but it lulls us into a dream that reminds us again of

so urgent and of consequence as you rushed headlong from one appointment to another

ourselves.

while on the ground seem half asleep, petty or small now. The rain of another planet has
Email & Eternity (Track 6) is the main romantic dream of this whole piece. But

it is a dream we have we have not with the partner we sit with on the plane, not the one we

started to fall on your head and it will grow its own flowers. You have started to change on
this flight as you feared you might.

checked In. It is the dream we have of all the times we have been alone, needed solace and

Sunglasses & Sonatas (reprise) 9) the love earlier seen between the young

found it in some intense piece of music, some landscape, some scene of a movie. We are

lovers, veiled by selfishness and complicated by busyness, now revealed in the light of an-

deep in modern life here, don't be lulled by the standard balladic form. The inspiration is very

other planet's rainfall... it is full, beautiful and gracious. A homage to things traditional.

much a self-centred interior landscape.... perhaps only travelable in the company of others,

Reality & Reverie - The Obstinate Dream (Track 10) one feels that If this

half asleep or sleeping too in the dark warm womb of a large modern aircraft....
were a Hollywood movie, this is where we should wake up, the young couple will look into
Attitude - Altitude (Track 7) The whole world is sleeping. Some shifting

each other's eyes and embrace and exchange a tender kiss. But one cannot wake up from
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the dream; confronted by constantly recurring motifs and shifting keys that sing siren-lil<e

the ground is busy busy... full of a bit of anxiety and all the worries of the next hour or so at

from the tops of twisted roofs... you linger your xanax doesn't give you deep sleep...

the airport fills your newly clarified mind. Remember most airplane disasters take place at

In fact, you step deeper into your self-centredness. Email & Eternity 2 (Track
11) is the vision you have of yourself alone. Your full image of yourself the traveler Learning
how to say out loud: "... and why shouldn't I enjoy this flight?" Because it is a selfish
question, it doesn't depend on your sweetheart next to you, on the meeting you are going
to attend in 8 hours time at your destination. It is your liberty. Your ability to stop and dis-

take-off or landing.... not a nice thing to dwell on... but wait... what is it that you are trying
to remember Did He tell you something just as you were waking up? What are those voices?
Those harmonies? Isn't that just life... sometimes the most important things are the ones that
you have to pluck out of your half-sleep so that you can learn to live fully when you awake... It
doesn't seem to matter You have to get your travel documents, bags and clothes in order....

cover whatever and whoever you have become. And even as you do, that discovery leads
you further on. You start to lose your old skin. It sloughs off like that of a snake.

I write music for myself. The music I myself need to hear as I live in a world gone
crazy.

Cloud Kyrie - The View From Here (Track12) We encounter what we do

I don't believe I am so different from other people. It is, therefore, a constant

not expect. Call it what you will... God, the Lord, Kuanyin, Buddha, the Other... He/she is

hope that sharing my music fills other people's deep needs and longings and inner spaces

there in front of you. Behind you. Much more attractive and also more frightening than you

too. And that it is enjoyable.

had expected. Also so much younger than you. You feel like an old tired adult and the Other
<Email & Eternity> is like much of my other work in that it is an attempt to make
a little playful child running rings around you. Laughter and big drums merge into a spiral
sense of this world, fragmenting as it is and reforming into a new, unexpected mosaic. If the
around you.... You are beginning to wake up. The light is getting brighter The dream merges
music at times seems both very ancient and very modern, overly simple or overly complex, it
with the view from your window seat. The Other is saying goodbye.
God Is In The Landing |Track13) Please fasten your seatbelts. The return to

is a reflection as much of this 21st Century as it is of an artist often bewildered by the speed
of change.
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The Musicians:
But an artist cannot divorce himself from the world around him. As he lives and
laughs, as he tries and fails and succeeds so his life grows and, hopefully, finds enlightenment, glory, contentment and peace.
As he walks in the midst of his society, his friends and his enemies, his family and his
demons, so he finds his voice and his destiny. Artists are always growing up.
So, is this music. Freely given - though dug deep from the mines of my heart.
This music, freely shared - though it is the pain and passion of the of the wonderful musicians that has paid the customs and tax so that we can listen to it.
This music, freely listened to and heard. Remember, it is in the listening that eternity starts to emerge in the midst of the impermanence of our digital age.

THANK YOU FOR LISTENING.
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I don't believe I am so different from other people
It is, therefore, a constant hope that sharing my music fills other people's deep needs
and longing and inner space too. And that it is enjoyable.
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